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(57) ABSTRACT 

A system and method for detecting a stuck or malfunction 
ing fuel tank level sensor calculates an estimated fuel tank 
level sensor value and compares the estimated sensor value 
With the actual sensor value. Upper and loWer threshold 
values may also be determined along With the estimated 
value. If the actual sensor value falls outside the threshold 
values, the sensor is considered faulty and an error signal is 
set in the system. The system also compares the actual 
sensor value With a reference sensor value to detect Whether 
the fault is due to a stuck sensor or due to a different type of 
sensor malfunction. 
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SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DETECTING 
FAULTY FUEL TANK LEVEL SENSOR 

REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS 

[0001] This application claims the bene?t of US. Provi 
sional Appln. No. 60/353,657, ?led Jan. 23, 2002. 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

[0002] The present invention relates to fuel tank level 
sensors, and more particularly to a system that detect a faulty 
fuel tank level sensor based on the sensor output. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0003] Monitoring the amount of fuel in a fuel tank is 
critical for vehicle operation because there are many func 
tions Within an engine that rely on fuel tank level informa 
tion. The fuel level is normally monitored by a fuel tank 
level sensor that outputs a value corresponding to the current 
fuel level. As fuel is consumed, the value output by the 
sensor goes doWn. If the fuel tank level sensor sticks or 

otherWise malfunctions, hoWever, it cannot output a signal 
that accurately re?ects the fuel level in the tank. An incorrect 
fuel tank level sensor value may adversely affect other 
engine functions. The operation of the fuel tank level sensor 
is controlled by an algorithm. 

[0004] Currently knoWn algorithms are designed to diag 
nose electrical errors detected by the sensor (e.g., a short 

to-battery error, short-to-ground error, or open circuit) or a 
stuck sensor. HoWever, these algorithms can identify only a 
limited range of possible sensor malfunctions, leaving other 
sensor malfunctions undetectable. 

[0005] There is a desire for a system that can detect a fuel 
tank level sensor error more reliably. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0006] The present invention is directed to a system and 
method for detecting a stuck or malfunctioning fuel tank 
level sensor. The invention monitors the fuel tank level 
sensor signal output and calculates the fuel consumed by the 
engine. From this information, the invention can calculate an 
estimated fuel tank level sensor value and compare this 
estimated sensor value With the actual sensor value. Upper 
and loWer threshold values may also be determined along 
With the estimated value. If the actual sensor value falls 
outside the threshold values, the sensor is considered faulty 
and an error signal is set in the system. The actual sensor 
value may be ?ltered before being compared With the 
estimated sensor value to prevent noise in the actual sensor 
signal from causing false detection of sensor errors. 

[0007] In one embodiment, the system also checks 
Whether the actual sensor value falls outside a WindoW based 
on a reference sensor value to determine Whether a given 
faulty sensor output is due to a stuck sensor or another type 
of malfunction. By distinguishing betWeen different types of 
sensor faults, the invention provides more robust sensor 
fault detect and can even detect faults that currently knoWn 
algorithms miss. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0008] FIG. 1 is a ?oWchart illustrating an initialiZation 
process according to one embodiment of the invention; 

[0009] FIG. 2 is a ?oWchart illustrating a portion of the 
malfunction determination process according to one 
embodiment of the invention; 

[0010] FIG. 3 is a ?oWchart illustrating another portion of 
the malfunction determination process according to one 
embodiment of the invention; 

[0011] FIG. 4 is a graph illustrating a normal sensor signal 
condition; 
[0012] FIG. 5 is a graph illustrating a stuck sensor signal 
condition; and 

[0013] FIG. 6 is a graph illustrating an implausible sensor 
signal condition. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
EMBODIMENTS 

[0014] Generally, the invention provides a more robust 
diagnosis of fuel tank level sensor operation by monitoring 
fuel consumption as Well as the operation of the fuel tank 
level sensor itself. The invention uses an algorithm that takes 
fuel consumption into account along With the sensor output 
versus time to detect malfunction of the sensor. The algo 
rithm itself can be eXecuted by any knoWn processors. The 
inventive algorithm can distinguish betWeen a stuck signal 
and an implausible signal to provide additional information 
for identifying a root cause of a given detected fault. 

[0015] FIG. 1 is a ?oWchart shoWing an initialiZation 
process 100 that occurs When an engine is started. The 
system relies on tWo main variables to monitor the fuel tank 
level sensor operation: a partial fuel consumption variable 
(FCp) and a fuel tank level reference (FTLref). The proces 
sor ?rst checks Whether the engine speed is above a prede 
termined threshold (block 102). If not, the process continues 
to check the engine speed as it rises. In one embodiment, the 
predetermined threshold provides a condition that causes the 
algorithm to run only When the engine is running and the 
vehicle is moving. The predetermined threshold ensures that 
the algorithm is not applied While the engine is not running. 
If the engine is idle and the vehicle is not moving, a refueling 
or fuel draining event may occur; thus, the algorithm is not 
applied during this condition to avoid misdetection of a fuel 
sensor malfunction. 

[0016] Once the engine speed reaches a predetermined 
threshold, all of the variables and one or more error counters 

are initialiZed (block 104). In one embodiment, tWo error 
counters are provided, one for detecting a stuck signal and 
another for detecting an implausible signal. The partial fuel 
consumption variable (FCp) and the error counters are set to 
Zero, While the fuel tank level reference (FTLref) is set to the 
current actual fuel tank level. In one embodiment, the actual 
fuel tank level is ?ltered before being evaluated by the 
algorithm throughout the detection process to prevent noise 
from causing incorrect fault detections. In this description, 
the term “actual fuel tank level” Will be used to refer to both 
the actual and the ?ltered value; either or both values can be 
used Without departing from the scope of the invention. The 
error counters are re-initialiZed back to Zero at the start of 

every cycle, as Will be eXplained beloW. 
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[0017] FIGS. 2 and 3 illustrate a fuel tank level sensor 
monitoring process 200 according to one embodiment of the 
invention. The process 200 relies upon several calibratable 
thresholds that depend on the speci?c characteristics of the 
vehicle components being monitored (e.g., engine siZe, fuel 
tank siZe, consumption speed, ambient temperatures, etc.). 
These thresholds can be determined empirically and are 
Within the capabilities of one of ordinary skill in the art. 
Once the variables and error counters have been initialiZed 
100, the partial fuel consumption variable FCp is checked to 
determine Whether the partial fuel consumption is greater 
than a ?rst threshold. 

[0018] If the partial fuel consumption variable FCp is less 
than the threshold (block 202), indicating that there is not 
enough fuel consumption to diagnose a faulty sensor, the 
vehicle speed is checked to see Whether the speed has stayed 
at Zero With the engine running during a selected time 
threshold (block 206). The time threshold is selected to be 
short enough so that no refueling or fuel drain events can 
occur Within the time threshold but long enough to ensure 
that the inventive algorithm is able to run to completion. 
Because these events may occur during, for example, refu 
eling or fuel drain operation, it Will not be clear Whether 
variations in the actual sensor value FTL are due to sensor 
malfunctions or simply due to normal refueling. To reset the 
system, the fuel consumption and reference fuel tank level 
variables FCp, FTLref are initialiZed again (block 208) 
before the system returns to normal sensor monitoring 

(block 202). 
[0019] If the partial fuel consumption FCp is greater than 
a threshold Z, indicating that enough fuel has been con 
sumed to start sensor diagnosis, the system compares the 
actual value of the fuel tank level (FTL) Within an upper and 
loWer bound of value X calculated from the reference fuel 
tank level FTLref minus the partial fuel consumption FCp 
(block 204). Threshold X is the threshold for the estimated 
fuel tank level FTLref-FCp. The estimated sensor value 
FTLref-FCp estimates the fuel tank level based on fuel 
consumption; thus, the actual fuel tank level, as indicated by 
the actual sensor value FTL, should be close to the estimated 
fuel tank level sensor value Within the WindoW provided by 
the threshold X. If the estimated fuel tank level is Within the 
WindoW set by the threshold X and the estimated sensor 
value FTLref-FCp, it indicates that the actual sensor value 
FTL is an accurate value and re?ects the fuel being con 
sumed by the engine. The system Will then return to block 
202 and continue to monitor the actual fuel tank level signal 
FTL Without incident. 

[0020] FIG. 3 is a graph illustrating the relationship 
betWeen the reference fuel tank signal FTLref, the actual 
fuel tank level sensor signal FTL, and the fuel consumption 
value FCp. As can be seen in FIG. 3, the actual sensor value 
FTL and the estimated sensor value FTLref-FCp Will remain 
Within the WindoW set by threshold X on either side of the 
estimated sensor value FTLref-FCp. 

[0021] Referring back to FIG. 2, if the fuel tank sensor is 
stuck or malfunctioning, the estimated fuel tank level sensor 
value Will be outside the actual fuel tank level sensor value 
even When the additional threshold X is taken into account. 
If this occurs, the process 200 then proceeds to determine 
Whether the fuel tank level sensor is stuck or Whether it is 
implausible. To check Whether the fuel tank level sensor is 
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stuck, the actual sensor value FTL is compared With the 
reference fuel tank level FTLref plus or minus a selected 
threshold Y (block 210). The threshold Y is small because if 
the signal is stuck, it Will remain the same value as FTLref; 
as a result, the difference betWeen the actual value FTL and 
the reference value FTLref should be minimal. 

[0022] If the fuel tank level sensor is stuck, the actual 
sensor value FTL Will erroneously be the same as the 
reference sensor value FTLref because the stuck sensor Will 
not be able to go doWn as fuel is consumed. The process Will 
then indicate that the fuel tank level sensor is stuck (block 
212) and increment the error counter corresponding With a 
stuck fuel tank level sensor condition (block 214). As shoWn 
in FIG. 4, a stuck signal FTL Will remain constant over time, 
eventually causing the signal FTL to fall outside the WindoW 
around the estimated sensor value FTLref-FCp. Note that 
even With this error, the actual sensor value FTL Will still fall 
near the reference sensor value FTLref Within a threshold 

value Y, Which is the threshold for a stuck signal (block 218). 

[0023] The algorithm then checks Whether the stuck signal 
error counter has reached its maXimum value (block 216). If 
not, the algorithm resets the fuel consumption value FCp to 
Zero and the reference fuel tank level sensor value to the 
current, actual fuel tank level sensor value (block 218). The 
algorithm then begins another cycle of monitoring (block 
202). Resetting these values alloWs the algorithm to focus on 
incremental changes in the fuel tank level. If, hoWever, the 
stuck signal error counter has reached its maXimum value 
(block 216), the algorithm sets an error signal indicating that 
the fuel tank level sensor is stuck (block 219). 

[0024] A malfunctioning sensor, as opposed to a stuck 
sensor, Will cause the actual fuel tank level sensor value FTL 
to drift too far from the estimated fuel tank level(block 210), 
creating an implausible actual sensor value FTL. As noted 
above, the reference sensor value FTLref is reset during each 
cycle to equal the actual sensor value FTL (block 218). If the 
actual sensor value FTL changes dramatically betWeen 
cycles, beyond the threshold Y, then the actual sensor value 
FTL is clearly implausible. 

[0025] As shoWn in FIG. 5, a dramatic change in the 
actual sensor value FTL Will cause the FTL to quickly fall 
outside the WindoW around the estimated sensor value 
FTLref-FCp. 

[0026] In such a case, the algorithm indicates that the 
actual fuel tank level sensor value FTL is implausible (block 
220) and increment the error counter corresponding to 
implausible signal detection (block 222). If not, the algo 
rithm resets the fuel consumption value FCp to Zero and the 
reference fuel tank level sensor value to the current, actual 
fuel tank level sensor value (block 218), as noted above, and 
starts another monitoring cycle (block 202). If the implau 
sible signal error counter has reached its maXimum value 
(block 224), the algorithm sets an error signal indicating that 
the fuel tank level sensor is generating an implausible signal 
(block 226). 
[0027] In both stuck signal and implausible signal cases, 
the error counters minimiZes false alarms by requiring the 
actual fuel tank level sensor value FTL to output a stuck or 
implausible value for a minimum period of time. This 
ensures that brief, transient anomalies in the actual fuel tank 
sensor value FTL Will not cause the monitoring algorithm to 
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falsely indicate a stuck sensor. Note that the algorithm can 
be made more robust to detect a stuck sensor that occurs 

later in the process shoWn in FIGS. 2 and 3, as opposed to 
a stuck sensor that occurs at the start of the process shoWn 
in FIG. 1, by setting FTLref equal to FTL each time a 
variation in the FTL value reaches a de?ned threshold 
(instead of or in addition to every sensing cycle) and 
updating the fuel consumption value FCp based on the neW 
FTLref by subtracting the difference betWeen the old and 
neW FTLref values from FCp. Other variations are Within 
the capabilities of those of ordinary skill in the art Without 
departing from the scope of the invention. 

[0028] As a result, the present invention is able to detect 
multiple types of sensor errors and to distinguish betWeen a 
stuck sensor and other sensor malfunctions. By alloWing 
detection of malfunctions other than a stuck sensor, the 
inventive system provides a more accurate, robust Way to 
monitor sensor operation. Although the above eXample 
focuses on a fuel tank level sensor, the invention may be 
incorporated into any ?uid level sensing system Where the 
?uid level changes over time. 

[0029] It should be understood that various alternatives to 
the embodiments of the invention described herein may be 
employed in practicing the invention. It is intended that the 
folloWing claims de?ne the scope of the invention and that 
the method and apparatus Within the scope of these claims 
and their equivalents be covered thereby. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A ?uid level sensor monitoring method, comprising: 

monitoring an actual sensor output from the ?uid level 
sensor; 

calculating an estimated sensor output based on a ?uid 
consumption variable value; and 

indicating a sensor malfunction if a difference betWeen 
the actual sensor output and the estimated sensor output 
is outside a ?rst threshold. 

2. The method of claim 1, Wherein the calculating step 
comprises calculating a difference betWeen a reference sen 
sor value and the ?uid consumption variable to obtain the 
estimated sensor output. 

3. The method of claim 2, Wherein the reference sensor 
value is the actual sensor output from a previous sensing 
cycle. 

4. The method of claim 2, Wherein the reference sensor 
value is set equal to the actual sensor output to obtain a neW 
reference sensor value if the reference sensor value varies by 
a predetermined threshold. 

5. The method of claim 4, further comprising: 

subtracting the neW reference sensor value from the 
reference sensor value to obtain a reference sensor 

value difference; and 

subtracting the reference sensor value difference from the 
?uid consumption variable to obtain an updated ?uid 
consumption variable. 

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising: 

comparing the actual sensor output With a reference 
sensor value; and 
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distinguishing betWeen a ?rst sensor malfunction and a 
second sensor malfunction based on the comparing 
step. 

7. The method of claim 6, Wherein the ?rst sensor 
malfunction corresponds to a stuck condition and the second 
sensor malfunction corresponds to a defective condition, 

Wherein a stuck signal error is indicated When a difference 
betWeen the actual sensor value and the reference 
sensor value is inside a second threshold, and 

Wherein an implausible signal error is indicated When the 
difference betWeen the actual sensor value and the 
reference sensor value is outside the second threshold. 

8. The method of claim 7, further comprising: 

incrementing a ?rst counter When the stuck condition is 
detected; 

incrementing a second counter When the defective con 
dition is detected; 

indicating the stuck signal error if the ?rst counter reaches 
a ?rst counter threshold; and 

indicating the implausible signal error if the second 
counter reaches a second counter threshold. 

9. The method of claim 1, Wherein the indicating step 
comprises: 

incrementing a counter When the difference betWeen the 
actual sensor output and the estimated sensor output is 
outside a ?rst threshold; and 

indicating the sensor malfunction When the counter 
reaches a counter threshold. 

10. A method of monitoring a fuel tank level sensor, 
comprising: 

monitoring an actual sensor output from the fuel tank 
level sensor; 

calculating a difference betWeen to obtain a reference 
sensor value and a fuel consumption variable to obtain 
an estimated sensor output; 

indicating a sensor malfunction if a difference betWeen 
the actual sensor output and the estimated sensor output 
is outside a ?rst threshold; and 

indicating a stuck signal error, corresponding to a stuck 
condition, if a difference betWeen the actual sensor 
value and the reference sensor value is inside a second 
threshold; and 

indicating an implausible signal error, corresponding to a 
defective condition, if the difference betWeen the actual 
sensor value and the reference sensor value is outside 
the second threshold. 

11. The method of claim 10, Wherein the reference sensor 
value is the actual sensor output from a previous sensing 
cycle. 

12. The method of claim 10, Wherein the reference sensor 
value is set equal to the actual sensor output to obtain a neW 
reference sensor value if the reference sensor value varies by 
a predetermined threshold. 

13. The method of claim 12, further comprising: 

subtracting the neW reference sensor value from the 
reference sensor value to obtain a reference sensor 

value difference; and 
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subtracting the reference sensor value difference from the 
?uid consumption variable to obtain an updated ?uid 
consumption variable. 

14. The method of claim 10, further comprising: 

incrementing a ?rst counter When the stuck condition is 
detected; 

incrementing a second counter When the defective con 
dition is detected; 

indicating the stuck signal error if the ?rst counter reaches 
a ?rst counter threshold; and 

indicating the implausible signal error if the second 
counter reaches the second counter threshold. 

15. A ?uid level monitoring system, comprising: 

a ?uid level sensor; and 

a processor coupled to the ?uid level sensor, Wherein the 
processor eXecutes an algorithln comprising the steps 
of: 

monitoring an actual sensor output from the ?uid level 
sensor; 

calculating a difference betWeen a reference sensor 
value and a ?uid consumption variable to obtain an 
estimated sensor output; and 

indicating a sensor malfunction if a difference betWeen 
the actual sensor output and the estimated sensor 
output is outside a ?rst threshold. 

16. The system of claim 15, Wherein the processor uses 
the actual sensor value from a previous sensing cycle as the 
reference sensor value. 

17. The method of claim 15, Wherein the reference sensor 
value is set equal to the actual sensor output to obtain a neW 
reference sensor value if the reference sensor value varies by 
a predetermined threshold. 
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18. The method of claim 17, further comprising: 

subtracting the neW reference sensor value from the 
reference sensor value to obtain a reference sensor 

value difference; and 

subtracting the reference sensor value difference from the 
?uid consumption variable to obtain an updated ?uid 
consumption variable. 

19. The system of claim 15 , Wherein the processor further 
compares the actual sensor output With a reference sensor 
value and distinguishes betWeen a ?rst sensor malfunction 
and a second sensor malfunction based on the comparison. 

20. The system of claim 19, Wherein the ?rst sensor 
malfunction corresponds to a stuck condition and the second 
sensor malfunction corresponds to a defective condition, 

Wherein a stuck signal error is indicated When a difference 
betWeen the actual sensor value and the reference 
sensor value is inside a second threshold, and 

Wherein an implausible signal error is indicated When the 
difference betWeen the actual sensor value and the 
reference sensor value is outside the second threshold. 

21. The system of claim 20, Wherein the processor incre 
ments a ?rst counter When the stuck condition is detected, 
increments a second counter When the defective condition is 
detected, indicates the stuck signal error if the ?rst counter 
reaches a ?rst counter threshold, and indicates the implau 
sible signal error if the second counter reaches a second 
counter threshold. 

22. The system of claim 15, Wherein the processor incre 
ments a counter When the difference betWeen the actual 
sensor output and the estimated sensor output is outside a 
?rst threshold and indicates the sensor malfunction When the 
counter reaches a counter threshold. 


